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Ampersand must navigate the postapocalyptic world they've been left...a
world where men are rare...maybe even rare enough to make Yorick a
trophy to be hunted. Yorick will travel the world in search of his lost love
and the answer to why he's the last man on Earth. Collects the first 31
issues of this award-winning series written by Brian K. Vaughan in one
place!

Y The Last Man Book One-Brian K. Vaughan 2014-09-16 Y: THE LAST
MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of the most critically
acclaimed, best-selling comic books series of the last decade, is that rare
example of a page-turner that is at once humorous, socially relevant and
endlessly surprising. Written by Brian K. Vaughan (LOST, PRIDE OF
BAGHDAD, EX MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of
Yorick Brown-the only human survivor of a planet-wide plague that instantly
kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome. Accompanied by a
mysterious government agent, a brilliant young geneticist and his pet
monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels the world in search of his lost love and
the answer to why he's the last man on earth. Collects Y THE LAST MAN
#1-10.

The Last Man-Brian K. Vaughan 2016-02-16 "Originally published in single
magazine form as Y: The Last Man 37-48."

Absolute Y The Last Man 2-Brian K Vaughan 2016-09-20 Y: THE LAST
MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of the most critically
acclaimed, best-selling comic book series of the last decade, is that rare
example of a page-turner that is at once humorous, socially relevant and
endlessly surprising. Written by Brian K. Vaughan (LOST, PRIDE OF
BAGHDAD, EX MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of
Yorick Brown--the only human survivor of a planet-wide plague that
instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome. Accompanied by a
mysterious government agent, a brilliant young geneticist and his pet
monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels the world in search of his lost love and
the answer to why he's the last man on Earth. In these stories, a Russian
Soyuz capsule is coming down from the International Space Station carrying
three passengers: one woman and two men. Could this be the end of
Yorick's tenure as last living male? And then, as the Last Man on Earth and

Y: the Last Man Omnibus-Brian K. Vaughn 2019 "Y: The last man created
by Brian K. Vaughan and Pia Guerra."

Y: the Last Man Compendium One-Brian K. Vaughan 2020-11-10 Don't
be THE LAST MAN to get the brand-new compendium collection packed to
the brim with stories! Yorick is just an average guy. He loves his girlfriend,
Beth, and his Capuchin monkey, Ampersand. He's figuring out his life, just
like everyone else...until every living being with a Y chromosome suddenly
dies in a mysterious pandemic. Everyone except Yorick. Now Yorick and
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his companions continue to head west, the story takes a detour into the
psychological. In the care of a fellow Culper Ring member, Yorick Brown is
forced to confront his tremendous feelings of survivor guilt that lead him to
constantly put his life in danger. Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #21-40.

between them, chances for a reunion are fading-and new threats are closing
in from every side. Writer Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia Guerra's
acclaimed VERTIGO series Y: THE LAST MAN brings to vivid life the ageold speculation: What would really happen to the last man on Earth?
Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #24-36.

Absolute Y the Last Man-Brian K. Vaughan 2015-06-23 Y: THE LAST
MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of the most critically
acclaimed, best-selling comic books series of the last decade, is that rare
example of a page-turner that is at once humorous, socially relevant and
endlessly surprising. Written by Brian K. Vaughan (LOST, PRIDE OF
BAGHDAD, EX MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of
Yorick Brown--the only human survivor of a planet-wide plague that
instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome. Accompanied by a
mysterious government agent, a brilliant young geneticist and his pet
monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels the world in search of his lost love and
the answer to why he's the last man on earth. This Absolute Edition will
feature the first twenty issues of this action-packed series along with special
script pages, character sketchs and cover gallery. Collects Y: THE LAST
MAN #1-20.

The Hellblazer Vol. 2: The Smokeless Fire-Simon Oliver 2017-10-31 The
City of Light is a world away from John ConstantineÕs regular stomping
grounds in the Old Smoke, but the two erstwhile imperial capitals have
more in common than you might think. TheyÕre both among the oldest and
grimiest burgs in Europe; theyÕre both centers of political and economic
power; and now, following the arrival of the infamous street-level sorcerer
known as the Hellblazer, theyÕre both potentially ground zero for the kind
of magical Armageddon not seen since the days of King Solomon. All across
the ële-de-France, from the winding streets of her charming
arrondissements to the crime-plagued towers of her gritty banlieues,
Constantine leads his allies and enemies alike on a desperate search for a
Djinn, a journal, and the dark, long-buried secrets that bind them together.
At long last, EnglandÕs greatest magus is closing in on the prize heÕs
chased across the Channel. But once he has it in his grasp, will he discover
heÕs too good a man to use it? Or will the climactic confrontation ignite an
infernal fire in the HellblazerÕs heart? Find out in THE HELLBLAZER VOL.
2: THE SMOKELESS FIRE, the latest tale of mystical intrigue rising from
the pages of DCÕs blockbuster Rebirth eventÑas detailed by acclaimed
author Simon Oliver and celebrated artists Davide Fabbri, Philip Tan and
JosŽ Marz‡n Jr.! Collects issues #7-12 of the ongoing series.

Whys and wherefores, #55-60-Brian K. Vaughan 2008

Y: The Last Man Book Three-Brian K. Vaughan 2015-09-29 Every man,
every boy and every other mammal with a Y chromosome everywhere on
Earth is dead. The gears of society grind to a halt following the loss of
nearly half the planet's population, and a world of women are left to pick up
the pieces and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The
"gendercide," however, is not absolutely complete. For some unknown
reason, one young man named Yorick Brown and his male monkey,
Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this anonymous twentysomething
becomes the most important person on the planet-the key, it is hoped, to
unlocking the secret of the mysterious sex-specific plague. For Yorick
himself, the most important person on the planet is 7,000 miles away-and he
will stop at nothing to find her. But with an entire ocean still standing
y-the-last-man-book-3-tp

Saga: Compendium One-Brian K. Vaughan 2019-08-21 THE ULTIMATE
BINGE-READ! Collecting the first nine volumes of the critically acclaimed,
New York Times bestselling series into one massive paperback, this
compendium tells the entire story (so far!) of a girl named Hazel and her
star-crossed parents. Features 1,400 pages of gorgeously graphic full-color
artwork, including a new cover from Eisner Award-winning SAGA co-creator
FIONA STAPLES. Collects SAGA #1-54
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The Old Man and The Sea-Ernest Hemingway 2015-01-01 A short heroic
novel by Ernest Hemingway is a story that centers on an aging fisherman
who engages in an epic battle to catch a giant marlin It was published in
1952 and awarded the 1953 Pulitzer Prize for fiction. Author: Ernest
Hemingway Genre: Novel

One small step, #11-17-Brian K. Vaughan 2008

Motherland-Brian K. Vaughan 2007 When a plague of unknown origin kills
every mammal with a Y chromosome, Yorick Brown discovers that he is the
only male left and embarks on a transcontinental journey to discover why.

Pride of Baghdad-Brian K. Vaughan 2006 Inspired by true events, a
graphic novel examines life on the streets of war-torn Iraq, raising questions
about the meaning of liberation through the experiences of four lions who
escaped from the Baghdad Zoo during a raid.

Paper Girls Vol. 2-Brian K. Vaughan 2016-11-30 The smash-hit series from
BRIAN K. VAUGHAN and CLIFF CHIANG continues with a bold new
direction, as intrepid young newspaper deliverers Erin, Mac, and Tiffany
find themselves launched from 1988 to a distant and terrifying future...the
year 2016. Collects PAPER GIRLS #6-10

The Master and Margarita-Mikhail Bulgakov 2016-03-18 I first read
Mikhail Bulgakov's The Master and Margarita on a balcony of the Hotel
Metropole in Saigon on three summer evenings in 1971. The tropical air
was heavy and full of the smells of cordite and motorcycle exhaust and
rotting fish and wood-fire stoves, and the horizon flared ambiguously,
perhaps from heat lightning, perhaps from bombs. Later each night, as was
my custom, I would wander out into the steamy back alleys of the city,
where no one ever seemed to sleep, and crouch in doorways with the people
and listen to the stories of their culture and their ancestors and their
ongoing lives. Bulgakov taught me to hear something in those stories that I
had not yet clearly heard. One could call it, in terms that would soon
thereafter gain wide currency, "magical realism". The deadpan mix of the
fantastic and the realistic was at the heart of the Vietnamese mythos. It is at
the heart of the present zeitgeist. And it was not invented by Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, as wonderful as his One Hundred Years of Solitude is. Garcia
Marquez's landmark work of magical realism was predated by nearly three
decades by Bulgakov's brilliant masterpiece of a novel. That summer in
Saigon a vodka-swilling, talking black cat, a coven of beautiful naked
witches, Pontius Pilate, and a whole cast of benighted writers of Stalinist
Moscow and Satan himself all took up permanent residence in my creative
unconscious. Their presence, perhaps more than anything else from the
realm of literature, has helped shape the work I am most proud of. I'm often
asked for a list of favorite authors. Here is my advice. Read Bulgakov. Look
around you at the new century. He will show you things you need to see.
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Saga #8-Brian K. Vaughan 2012-12-19 Former soldier and new mom Alana
has already survived lethal assassins, rampaging armies and alien
monstrosities, but now she faces her greatest challenge yet: the in-laws.

Y: The Last Man Book Five-Brian K. Vaughan 2016-08-16 A MAN FOR
ALL SEASONS In 2002, the world changes forever. Every man, every boy,
every mammal with a Y chromosome everywhere on Earth suddenly
collapses and dies. With the loss of nearly half the planetÕs population, the
gears of society grind to a halt, and a world of women is left to pick up the
pieces and try to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The
Ògendercide,Ó however, is not absolutely complete. For some unknown
reason, one young man named Yorick Brown and his pet male monkey,
Ampersand, are spared. Overnight, this anonymous twenty-something
becomes the most important person on the planet - the key, it is hoped, to
unlocking the secret of the mysterious sex-specific plague. For Yorick
himself, the cause of the epidemic is less important than the fate of his
beloved fiancŽe, Beth. Now, after nearly four years and countless grueling
miles, the final answers are about to be revealed-and the truth may be more
than any man could bear. In the conclusion to their acclaimed VERTIGO
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series Y: THE LAST MAN, writer Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia Guerra
bring to vivid life the age-old speculation: What would really happen to the
last man on Earth? Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #49-60.

today, this is a modern allegory that offers piercing insight into the social
norms accepted blindly and revered so completely. 'Today's "desperate
housewives" eat your heart out! This is the original and still the best, a
page-turner that makes you think. Essential reading' Kate Mosse 'They said
this book would change lives - and it certainly changed mine' Jenni Murray
'Reading THE WOMEN'S ROOM was an intense and wonderful experience.
It is in my DNA' Kirsty Wark 'THE WOMEN'S ROOM took the lid off a
seething mass of women's frustrations, resentments and furies; it was about
the need to change things from top to bottom; it was a declaration of
independence' OBSERVER

Heart in a Box-Kelly Thompson 2015 When the Man with No Name breaks
Emma's heart, she wants to die. But you never die from these things; you
just want to. In a moment of weakness, she wishes her broken heart away
and a mysterious stranger--who may or may not be totally evil--obliges. But
emptiness is even worse than grief, and Emma sets out to collect the seven
pieces of her heart spread across the country, a journey that forces her to
face her own history and the cost of recapturing it, and leads inevitably to a
confrontation with the Man with No Name himself! Reviews: Heart in a Box
serves up a complete story of heartbreak, recovery and the effects those
have on the world. Like the butterfly wings of the chaos theory, one
person's acts -- random, violent, kind, insincere or hearty -- impact others
and multiply in ways and directions that frequently defy description." Comic Book Resources (CBR) "This book is magical. It reminds me of so
many stories and yet manages to be wholly original. Be good to your heart
and grab this comic with both hands." - Big Comic Page "A slice of life story
with magical realism, Heart in a Box is smart storytelling, but it's also just
so very raw. Like real raw." - Women Write About Comics "With Heart In A
Box, Thompson & McClaren pull off the kind of smart story telling and
allegory that transcends the genre and medium with a comic that almost
anybody could enjoy...Heart In a Box in one of the best comics of 2015
which feels like nothing else in the medium, but is still warm and familiar. It
has a casual complexity that is as inviting as it is engaging and emotionally
affecting." - Nothing But Comics "It's brilliant - so far, it's one of the two or
three best comics I've read this year." - Comics Should Be Good

The Twilight Children-Gilbert Hernandez 2016-05-17 Comics legends
Gilbert Hernandez (LOVE AND ROCKETS), Darwyn Cooke (DC: THE NEW
FRONTIER) and Dave Stewart (HELLBOY) craft a haunting and
unforgettable tale of magical realism with THE TWILIGHT CHILDREN. No
one knows what the mysterious glowing spheres are, or where they come
from. The only thing that matters to the residents of the beachside village
where the orbs manifest is what they do when they appear. They blind
children and imbue them with psychic abilities. They destroy homes, and
make entire families disappear. They attract scientists, government experts
and secret agents, each with their own agenda. And they inflame small-town
passions-secret lovers, simmering resentments-to a fever pitch. Now,
theyÕve brought Ela. Materializing on the beach just as mysteriously as one
of the orbs, this beautiful woman says nothing, but seems to harbor
unspeakable power. Will she help to save the town, or destroy it? Or is it Ela
herself who is really in danger? Collects the four-issue VERTIGO miniseries.

A Little Life-Hanya Yanagihara 2015-03-10 ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR The New York Times • The Washington Post • The Wall Street
Journal • NPR • Vanity Fair • Vogue • Minneapolis Star Tribune • St. Louis
Post-Dispatch • The Guardian • O, The Oprah Magazine • Slate • Newsday
• Buzzfeed • The Economist • Newsweek • People • Kansas City Star •
Shelf Awareness • Time Out New York • Huffington Post • Book Riot •
Refinery29 • Bookpage • Publishers Weekly • Kirkus WINNER OF THE
KIRKUS PRIZE A MAN BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST A NATIONAL BOOK
AWARD FINALIST A Little Life follows four college classmates—broke,

Thucydides-Thucydides 1888

The Women's Room-Marilyn French 2011-07-14 A landmark in feminist
literature, THE WOMEN'S ROOM is a biting social commentary of a world
gone silently haywire. Written in the 1970s but with profound resonance
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adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship and ambition—as they move to
New York in search of fame and fortune. While their relationships, which
are tinged by addiction, success, and pride, deepen over the decades, the
men are held together by their devotion to the brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a
man scarred by an unspeakable childhood trauma. A hymn to brotherly
bonds and a masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century, Hanya
Yanagihara’s stunning novel is about the families we are born into, and
those that we make for ourselves.

novel OFF ROAD (Oni Press), and cowrote OUTER ORBIT (Dark HorseComics).

Y: The Last Man Book Two-Brian K. Vaughan 2015-03-10 No MAN’s Land
In 2002, the world changes forever. Every man, every boy, every mammal
with a Y chromosome everywhere on Earth suddenly collapses and dies.
With the loss of nearly half the planet’s population, the gears of society
grind to a halt, and a world of women are left to pick up the pieces and try
to keep civilization from collapsing entirely. The “gendercide,” however, is
not absolutely complete. For some unknown reason, one young man named
Yorick Brown and his pet male monkey, Ampersand, are spared. Overnight,
this anonymous twentysomething becomes the most important person on
the planet — the key, it is hoped, to unlocking the secret of the mysterious
sex-specific plague. For Yorick himself, the most important person on the
planet is 10,000 miles away — and he will stop at nothing to find her. But as
he travels across this strange new world, both danger and opportunity alike
threaten to derail his journey — and with it the future of the human race.
Writer Brian K. Vaughn and artist Pia Guerra’s acclaimed VERTIGO series
Y: THE LAST MAN brings to vivid life the age-old speculation: What would
really happen to the last man on Earth? Collects Y: THE LAST MAN 11-23.

Momo-Michael Ende 2016-06-07 "The Neverending Story" is Michael Ende
s best-known book, but "Momo"published six years earlieris the all-ages
fantasy novel that first won him wide acclaim. After the sweet-talking gray
men come to town, life becomes terminally efficient. Can Momo, a young
orphan girl blessed with the gift of listening, vanquish the ashen-faced time
thieves before joy vanishes forever? With gorgeous new drawings by Marcel
Dzama and a new translation from the German by Lucas Zwirner, this allnew 40th anniversary edition celebrates the book s first U.S. publication in
over 25 years."

Punk Rock Jesus-Sean Murphy 2013-04-09 A reality TV show starring a
clone of Jesus Christ causes chaos across the U.S. of the near future in
PUNK ROCK JESUS, a new-graphic novel written and drawn by Sean
Murphy, the acclaimed illustrator of JOE THE BARBARIAN and AMERICANVAMPIRE. J2 causes both outrage and adulation. Religious zealots either
love or hate the show, angry politicians worry about its influence-on the
nation, and members of the scientific community fear the implications of
cloning a human being at all, let alone the Son of-God. Thomas McKael is
the clones's bodyguard and former IRA operative, who despite his turbulent
past is hired to protect the new-Jesus-a baby who captivates the world, but
grows up to become an angry teenager. When falling ratings force the
network to cut Jesus's mother from the series the young star runs away,
renounces his religious-heritage and forms a punk rock band. And what
starts off as babysitting for Thomas becomes an epic battle, as Jesus goes to
war-against the corporate media complex that created him. Along with his
artistic credits on JOE THE BARBARIAN and AMERICAN VAMPIRE:
SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST,-Murphy also wrote and illustrated the graphic
y-the-last-man-book-3-tp

Y the Last Man-Brian K. Vaughan 2010-06-25 This third oversized deluxe
edition of Y: The Last Man completes the gripping saga of Yorick Brown,
unemployed slacker who discovers that he is the only male left in the world
after a plague of unknown origin instantly kills every male mammal. With
his mischievous monkey and the mysterious Agent 355, Yorick embarks on a
journey to find his girlfriend, and why he is the last man on Earth.

Unmanned-Brian K. Vaughan 2003 "In the summer of 2002, a plague of
unknown origin destroyed every last sperm, fetus, and fully developed
mammal with a Y chromosome, with the apparent exception of one young
man . . . Now, aided by the mysterious Agent 355, the human male Yorick
Brown must contend with dangerous extremists, a hoped-for reunion with a
girlfriend on the other side of the globe, and the search for exactly why he's
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the only man to survive."--Book 1, Back cover.

question! Yorick's quest to find his missing fiancee Beth takes him to
Australia, a country now devastated by an influx of cheap drugs. When an
incredulous journalist looking for the ultimate scoop discovers his existence,
she plans to expose him to the female world, no matter what the cost!
Superstar creators Brian K. Vaughan (Ex Machina) and Pia Guerra continue
the ground-breaking series that has taken comics by storm! Warning: Adults
Only!

Y the Last Man-Brian K. Vaughan 2007

Paper dolls-Brian K. Vaughan 2006 When a plague of unknown origin kills
every mammal with a Y chromosome, Yorick Brown discovers that he is the
only male left and embarks on a transcontinental journey to discover why.

Y-Brian K. Vaughan 2011 Yorick and Agent 355 prepare for their final quest
to reunite the last man with his lost love, while the person, people or thing
behind the disaster that wiped out half of humanity is revealed. Then, Yorick
Brown's long journey through an Earth populated only by women comes to a
dramatic and unexpected conclusion.

Y, the Last Man-Brian K. Vaughan 2003 When a plague of unknown origin
kills every mammal with a Y chromosome, Yorick Brown discovers that he is
the only male left and embarks on a transcontinental journey to discover
why.

Absolute Y: The Last Man-Brian K. Vaughn 2016-03-15 Y: THE LAST
MAN, winner of three Eisner Awards and one of the most critically
acclaimed, best-selling comic book series of the last decade, is that rare
example of a page-turner that is at once humorous, socially relevant and
endlessly surprising. Written by Brian K. Vaughan (LOST, PRIDE OF
BAGHDAD, EX MACHINA) and with art by Pia Guerra, this is the saga of
Yorick Brown--the only human survivor of a planet-wide plague that
instantly kills every mammal possessing a Y chromosome. Accompanied by a
mysterious government agent, a brilliant young geneticist and his pet
monkey, Ampersand, Yorick travels the world in search of his lost love and
the answer to why he's the last man on Earth. In these stories, a Russian
Soyuz capsule is coming down from the International Space Station carrying
three passengers: one woman and two men. Could this be the end of
Yorick's tenure as last living male? And then, as the Last Man on Earth and
his companions continue to head west, the story takes a detour into the
psychological. In the care of a fellow Culper Ring member, Yorick Brown is
forced to confront his tremendous feelings of survivor guilt that lead him to
constantly put his life in danger. Collects Y: THE LAST MAN #21-40.

Cycles-Brian K. Vaughan 2003 From writer Brian K. Vaughan and artist Pia
Guerra comes a view of a dystopian society where suddenly - and without
warning - a mysterious plague kills every living creature on the planet with
a Y chromosone. In other words, no more men! Except one - Yorick Brown
has somehow survived.

Y: The Last Man, Vol. 2: Cycles-Brian K. Vaughan 2003-09-01 WINNER
OF THREE EISNER AWARDS. As Yorick Brown, the last man on Earth,
begins to make his way across the country to California, he and his
companions are forced to make an unscheduled stop in Marrisville, Ohio-a
small town with a big secret. Collects issues #6-10 of the runaway hit
Vertigo series by Brian K. Vaughan (EX-MACHINA, RUNAWAYS) and Pia
Guerra.

Y: the Last Man-Brian K. Vaughan 2006 After a mysterious plague
devastates the global male population, Yorick Brown is the last man left
alive. His mother is the President, his only friend a monkey called
Ampersand and his survival in this hostile new world is constantly in
y-the-last-man-book-3-tp

Y, the Last Man-Brian K. Vaughan 2010-04-21 Yorick Brown, an
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unemployed and unmotivated slacker, discovers that he is the only male left
in the world after a plague of unknown origin instantly kills every mammal
with a Y chromosome.

artist Yorick Brown has somehow survived. But it's now a very different
world.

The Life of Blessed John Eudes-Matthew Russell 2010-01 Publisher:
London: Burns and Oates Notes: This is an OCR reprint. There may be
numerous typos or missing text. There are no illustrations or indexes. When
you buy the General Books edition of this book you get free trial access to
Million-Books.com where you can select from more than a million books for
free. You can also preview the book there.

Y the Last Man-Brian K. Vaughan 2006 "When a plague of unknown origin
kills every mammal with a Y chromosome, Yorick Brown discovers that he is
the only male left and embarks on a transcontinental journey to discover
why"--NoveList.

Y-Brian K. Vaughan 2003 The first of a new series, Y: the Last Man. Without
warning, a mysterious plague kills every creature on the planet with a Y
chromosome; in other words, no more men. Except one: amateur escape
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